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- jSheldon Gallery 's anniversary
marks 'ten years of growth'
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May marks the 10th anniversary of
Sheldon Memorial Art Gallery according to
Director Norman Geske.

The permanent collection moved from the
top two floors of Morril Hall, where it had
been housed since 1951, to the new building
on May 10, 1963.

The permanent collection's history,
starting in 1888, is closely connected to that
of the Nebraska Art Association (N.A.A.).

In 1888, the Haydon Art Club (later
becoming the N.A.A.) arranged a showing of
"The Parable of the Wise and Foolish Virgins"
by Karl von Piloty. The close association
between the University and N.A.A. began
then, as it acquired pieces which were housed
in the University library.

Geske said the effort has paid off in
creating a well informed group of interested
lay people that have had exposure to
thousands of paintings over the 85 years.

Since the move to Sheldon, Geske said, the
permanent collection has doubled in size,
almost depleting available storage space. Now
numbering 2,820 cataloged items, the
collection has been designed along the lines of
what Geske termed "concentrations."

"We are distinctive in being one of few
museums to develop the permanent collection
in series of concentrations. This involves
building large groups of works by individual
artists. As an educational institution, we feel
the student can learn more about an artist's

style if he can see works done over a period of
years," Geske said.

Concentrations in the collections now
include 23 works by Ralph Blakelocke, 19 by
Robert Henri, 12 by Marsden Hartley and 24
by Alfred Maurer.

Acquisition of a number of the Maurer
pieces, through the Schaefer beguest, was a
highlight of Sheldon's development, Geske
said. Bertha Schaefer, a New York artist,
knew of the museum's interest in 20th
century works and gave Sheldon rhoke of
works from her private collection.

Sheldon Sculpture Garden, finished in
1971, complete the original plans for the
gallery area. The outdoor exhibition, doubling
available exhibition space, is a relatively
recent idea in America.

Sheldon also serves the state with a
traveling show and program of lending works
to libraries.

"We have a single picture lending service in
12 communities which is rotated every three
months," Geske said.

The gallerys reputation has grown
nationwide over the 10 years as evidenced by
an invitation it received in 1968 from the
Smithsonian Instituion, to arrange the
American show for the Venice Bienelle.

Plans for a celebration of the 10 year
anniversary are in the offing, according to
Geske, however, nothing has been decided on
at this time.

Gilbert Lewis . . . threatens Captain Matelli
(Anthony Quinn).

Suicide on 1 1 0th
Advertising for Across 110th Street reads, "If you steal

$300,000 from the mbb, it's not robbery. It's suicide." On the
other hand, if someone attends Across 110th Street not
expecting blood and violence, that's suicide too.

The brutality and savagery of Across 1 10th Street is

frightening. Not only in the physical sense, but also mentally,
as filming for the movie took place directly in Harlem. The
depression and oppression of the ghetto is graphically
captured by Jack Priestley's photography.

The film fails to offer a character with which the audience
can identify. Each character is hopelessly caught in the web of
"Organizational" crime.

Unfortunately, the characters are not given a background or
a chance to develop.

The most obvious example is Anthony "Quinn as aging
police detective Capt Mattelli. Quinn's Mattelli is complex,
but the audience lacks background as to characterization.

Yaphet Kotto as Lt. Pope, a black detective after Mattelli's
job, suffers similarly. Pope as an idealistic college-bo- y cop fails
to realize that the world isn't sugar-plum- s.

Both Quinn and Kotto do as much as can be expected with
their roles.
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galaxy of stars in a
plot. An inane

script, however swamps nearly all
the high-pow- stars. Plot generally
concerns itself with the capsizing of
the luxury liner Poseidon and the
struggle of a small group to survive.
Gene Hackman and Ernest
Borgnine hit new lows in major
roles, while Shelly Winters and Jack
Albertson turn in the most
acceptable acting jobs as a
middle-age- d Jewish couple. The
lines are not to be believed. 13th
and P. 1, 3:05, 5:15, 7:30, 9:40
p.m. Rated PG

Cinema 1

Deliverance. Burt Reynolds and
John Voight do an incredibly
palpable job of acting in one of the
best films in some time. During an
adventurous, last trip down a
rugged river, four canoers fall prey
to hillbillies, natural disasters and
emotional crises. Performed in a
brilliant, natural setting. A good bet
for several Academy Award
nominations. 13th & P. 1:05, 3:05,
5:05, 7:05 and 9:15 p.m. Rated R.
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cinematography is the only
interesting part of the movie. 54th
and O. 7, 9:30 p.m. Rated G.

Embassy
Swinging Pussycats. 1730 O. 11,
12:45. 2:30. 4:15, 6. 7:45, 9:30,
11:15 p.m. Rated X.

Hollywood
Hainbow Bridge. Jimi Hendrix and
Pat Hartley in an anti establishment
musical film. Hendrix 's last concert.
12th & Q. 2:10, 4:35,7,9:25 p.m.
Rated R.

State
Across 110th Street. A brutally
violent movie with an

of blood and gore.
Anthony Franciosa delivers a
powerful performance as a sadistic
murderer for the mob. Headliners
Anthony Quinn and Yaphet Kotto
suffer from not really having any
characters to work with. Filmed in
Harlem, the photography captures
the oppression of the ghetto.
Message attempt at the end of the
film fails, but overall average to
above-averag- o escapist adventure
flick. 1415 O. 1, 3, 5, 7, 9 p.m.
Rated R.

Stuart
The Poseidon Adventure. An epic,
underwater Airport features a

Union

Summer of '42. A tenderly moving
and nostalgic look at youthful
sexual awareness in wartime
America. Jennifer O'Neil and Gary
Grimes offer enhancing portrayals
in the leading roles. One of the best
of its genre. Henzlik Hall
Auditorium. 7, 9:30 p.m. Rated R.

Vine

Cinema 2
Jeremiah Johnson. Robert Redford
in violent yet tender movie adapted
from Vardis Fisher's novel,
Mountain Man. 13th & P. 1, 3, 5, 7,
9 p.m. Rated PG.

CooperLincoln
1776. Howard De Silva recreates his
role of Ben Franklin in this
unfortunate film reproduction of
the long-runnin- g Broadway musical.
The songs are poor, the dialogue
vain and the acting irritating. The

The best performance of the film is by Anthony Franciosa
as Nick D'Salvio.theuncool son-in-la- w of the "Organization's"
head. Franciosa, best remembered for television's 777$ Name of
the Game of some years back and currently in Search, changes
images and is a joy to watch.

Lion-voice- d Richard Ward gives support as the Harlem mob
chief, with Paul Benjamin and Ed Bernard, as two of the
crooked trio, doing acceptable jobs.

By the film's end, D'Salvio, his henchmen and the trio of
black thugs are wiped out. While standing over the bodies,
Mattelli is killed by a sniper's bullet.

In the closing frames Kotto's black hand grasps Quinn's
white one in a supposedly symbolic gesture.

It would have been better to leave messages out of the film,
letting Across 110th Street by simply a violent, bloody movie!

2001: A Space Odyssey. Stanley
Kubrick's masterpiece of man

reaching into space and
encountering his destiny. Optical
effects and music handled in superb
manner. A must to see if you
haven't managed to catch it yet.
12th & Q, 2:30, 7, 9:35 p.m. Rated
GP.
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Wednesday at 8 p.m. in the Nebraska Union
Daiiruuui. vpemng me concert will be Vic
Lewis and Friends.

For those of you who haven't seen Napoleon
and don't have tickets, forget it. The remaining
performances are completely sold out. If you
do have tickets you know that Friday and
Saturday nights are the remaining
performances. Napoleon will be telecast over
nuun Saturday night.
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Contrary to popular belief, the Rag's

entertainment staff doesn't want to pull
another boner, but according to latest reports,
The Grateful Dead have been signed into
Pershing Auditorium on Monday, Feb. 26.
Tickets should be on sale now.

Black Roots features Jiml Hendrix,
Leadbelly, Sly and the Family Stone, John
Coltrane and Ray Charles.

Second in the Artist Series will be pianist
Gina Bachauer at Kimball Recital Hall
Thursday.

Concerts within hitchin' or drivin' distance
this coming week: Friday, Loggins & Messina
with The Hollies at Omaha's Civic Auditorium,
Dave Brubeck at Wichita's Symphony Hall; and
George Carlin at St. Louis' Keil Opera House.
Wednesday, Bene Midler at St. Louis' Kiel
Auditorium. Monday through Saturday, Feb.
17, Merry Clayton at the Tulagi's In
Boulder,
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The award-winnin- g Garden of Finzl Continis

will be the Foreign Film Tuesday.

In conjunction with Black History Week, the
Nebraska Union Concert Committee and the
Black Activity Committee will present jazz
pianist Herbie Hancock and his combo

Grateful Dead's Jerry Garcia . . . will be at Pershing
Feb. 26
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